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TERMS & CONDITIONS

Terms & Conditions for registration as Mentor(here on referred to as ‘You’) with SPACE ZEE.

1.REGISTRATION:

By signing the Registration You shall confirm your support as a freelance Mentor with
SPACE ZEE whenever batches are allocated as per your preference provided and does not
guarantee any full time employment.

2. ABIDE BY LAW:

By signing the registration, You shall confirm there is no topics covered in your syllabus
which is prohibited for training by Gov of India. You shall carry necessary documentation in
handling such courses and shall be handover wherever needed.

3. CONFIDENTIALITY:

If employed full time, by signing this document it confirms there is no confidential documents
of your employer being utilized and there is no concern from your employer to handle such
contracts in your leisure time frame.

4. TRAINER PROFILE:

Copy of your credentials shall be handover before handling batches in any specific area.
Updating of your profile is mandatory for every 3 months.

5.COPY RIGHTS:

By signing you shall confirm any software’s or data used during your session shall not violate
copyright norms.

6. SUBCONTRACTING:

You agree not to subcontract any training or space to another individual or company. You will
not attempt to contact or transact with the client outside of the SPACE ZEE. You will
endeavor to find an alternative trainer if you are ill (with the client's agreement). You will
comply with the client's H&S policies and any other (reasonable) requirements.

Training material shall be handed over to trainee with mutual consent from SPACE ZEE.
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7. PAYMENT:

Payment shall be done every consecutive day following the successful delivery of the
training/workshop/Order. In this case 'successful' means that you have delivered the agreed
workshop at the agreed location within the agreed timings.

8. USE OF INFORMATION:

You agree by signing to share your profile at our website and other marketing tools.

9. TERMINATION:

Termination of contract shall be initiated by both the parties with 1month notice period and
agreed schedules accepted mutually. SPACE ZEE may terminate with immediate effect this
agreement if the trainer found to be in breach of law or any of these terms & conditions. And
SPACE ZEE shall not be liable for any of your violation of Law (Gov Of India).


